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“A Look at the World of British Dummy Stamp Material”

Harrison Stained Glass
Rebus and company history depicted in window

I thought that I would start this newsletter with a
non-dummy item, simply because I like it!
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The image is of the stained glass window that
once graced the premises at High Wycombe. It
comes from a photographic print that was affixed
to the front cover of a pictorial booklet produced
for a staff and family open day at the factory.
I somehow doubt that the window survived the
break-up of the company, but would be delighted
to be proved wrong by anyone in the know among
the readership. Is it still ‘out there’ somewhere?
Let’s hope so, as Harrison and Sons are held to this
day in such high esteem by stamp collectors and
past employees alike, and rightly so.

Crown Agents Dummy MS
Remembering the end of World War II

The Crown Agents produced an omnibus series of
miniature sheets to mark the 50th anniversary of
the end of WWII in 1995.
For promotional purposes it issued a dummy
sheet where ‘Crown Agents Stamp Bureau’ took
the place of the country name and face value.
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Bradbury Wilkinson Labels
Welcome to DS2

Royalty and naval destroyer promotes the abilities of Brads

This issue contains an important new discovery. Royal Mail
had planned to use unique symbols and bar codes on each
of its definitive stamps and some of the dummy sheets
printed by Harrison’s for the trial have now surfaced in
Australia. Read the full story here first.
I would like to offer a big ‘thank you’ to everyone who wrote
giving feedback on DS1 and I hope that this second issue
generates at least the same level of interest.
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL
Webmaster www.stampprinters.info

Issue Date
Design
Face Value
Process
Paper
Gum
Sheet Size
Perforation
Marginal markings
Source
Prices sold at

Label Colours:
Imperforate:

Perforated:

Unknown.
King Charles the First.
N/a.
Letterpress
Thin white.
Ungummed.
Unknown.
N/a.
Unknown.
Ex Bradbury Wilkinson
Archive sale.
1993 £19.95 each (Urch
Harris). 2000 £15 each
(Rushstamps).
Orange, Dull blue, Green,
Deep bright red, Brown,
Purple, Blue green, Scarlet
and Bright blue.
Deep violet blue.

Details of other colours in perforated and/or imperforated
condition welcomed.

Imperf Canadian proof
with KEVII label head

Issue Date
Design

KEVII’s reign, circa 1903.
Naval Destroyer and
KEVII’s portrait, as used on
Canadian stamps, 1903.
2d.
Letterpress.
Unwatermarked.
Yes.
Unknown.
Line perf 12.
Unknown.
Ex Bradbury Wilkinson Archive.

Face Value
Process
Paper
Gum
Sheet Size
Perforation
Marginal markings
Source
Label Colours:
- Carmine. Perforated. Price: 2005 £47.50.
- Bright blue. Perforated. Price: 2005 £47.50.
- Bright purple. Perforated. 2005 £47.50.
- Greenish blue. Perforated. 2005 £47.50.
- Bright violet. Imperforate without gum. 2005 £65.
- Maroon. Imperforate without gum. 2005 £65.
- Black. Imperforate without gum. Only three singles
were apparently available. 2005 £95.

Details of other colours in perforated and/or imperforated
condition welcomed.
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Walsall Rolls Royce Labels

Issued exclusively for Stamp 98 attendance in aid of charity
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Harrison and Sons Penrose Souvenirs
There once was a superb book produced about
the graphic arts world entitled The Penrose
Annual. The edition dated 1954 contained an
excellent souvenir for philatelists, despite the
wording on the reverse of each label.
Issue Date
Design
Face Value

1954.
Coronation set of four.
As issued stamps, but
invalid for postage.
Process
Photogravure.
Sheet Size
Vertical strips of three
of each value.
Label Colour
Black.
Marginal markings Designer and printer information.
Formats sold in by stamp dealers:
- Set of four singles taken from full
sheet. Price: 1999 £25 for set.
- Block of four taken from full
sheet. Price: 1999 £40 for set.
- Full sheet, removed from Annual.
- Full sheet still within Penrose Annual.
Price: 2002 £200. 2008 $60 sale on
eBay, but with extra $40 postage to UK.

Not philatelic, apparently

Alongside the sheet was an interesting three page
article about the stamps entitled The Coronation
Stamps by Misha Black OBE FSIA.
She wrote: “None of the three younger
designers’ stamps is a work of genius….to
incorporate the Dorothy Wilding camera portrait
excluded that from the beginning.” Ouch!
She softens her views somewhat by later
writing: “…the twopence-halfpenny and
fourpenny are scholarly, pleasing and competent.
They reflect the best general standards of taste in
Britain today.” Oh well, not all bad then!
As an aside, my maternal grandfather was
involved in the professional photographic
industry, working around the 1930s for Ensign
Cameras of Holborn. He would attend the annual
Photographic Congresses and part of his
responsibility was to produce impromptu
photographs of the event as it progressed and to
put together a newspaper that would be available
at breakfast the next morning.
He would recount stories to me of how he had
often taken photographs of Dorothy Wilding in
a, shall we say, ‘happy’ state late in the evening
slumped in her chair!
If only the photographs or newsletters still
existed. I have approached several organisations
to see whether these items are held anywhere,
but to no avail. But I have digressed…..
The full sheet is illustrated on the next page
and it makes for an attractive item when
mounted with the issued stamps and other
souvenirs of the Coronation, such as the Harrison
and Sons presentation card, shown here.

Wording on reverse
Presumably without any black prints, an article ‘The House
of Enschede, Haarlem 1703-1952’ by J. Van Krimpen
appeared in the 1953 edition.
An article about the 1970s Penrose H&S Industrial
colour prints will feature in a later issue of DS.
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More Harrison and Sons
Penrose Souvenirs

Waterlow Blow Own Trumpet!

This time for the island of Malta

Founded in 1810 as sellers of legal documents,
Waterlow’s first stamps appeared in the early
1850s with a lithographed issue for British Guiana
and 1913 saw their first British contract.
In 1952 they celebrated a century of stamp
production, but within eight years had been
absorbed into DLR and the name vanished.
I do not particularly
associate Waterlow’s
with photogravure, but
these labels prove that
they had mastered the
art of this method of
stamp printing.
I assume that the
labels date from the
1930s, but cannot be
sure. Other colours may
exist, but not seen.

Harrison and Sons repeated the Coronation stamps
exercise by producing a Maltese Centenary of the
Dogma of the Immaculate Conception set.
I have only ever seen a set of three singles, so
do not know what the sheet format was or the
issue date of the Penrose Annual. Perhaps 1955?
They do not appear to be as plentiful as the
Coronation set, probably because they are not
reproducing British stamp designs, so perhaps less
books were hoarded at the time.

Photogravure skills revealed on publicity labels

…and finally
I always welcome details of any new dummy finds from printers of
British stamps, past and present, and so invite you to drop me an
email at aouh40@hotmail.com
Unfortunately, business, family and other commitments to the
hobby mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you go to
www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so often where
PDF files of this, future and previous issues of Dummy Stamps will
be available to download and print-off.
Visit www.usstamps.org/dssg.html to see the American
equivalent of this newsletter if US dummy material is of interest.
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL
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